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To the Pioneers of the Grand Canyon of Colorado

Only love will allow you to understand the immensity of the meaning of that what God has given
you, with all the strength of His Love and Power.

Love will lead you to accept that which is unacceptable and everything that may be said to
you, which to you may seem outside of the Purpose.

Each moment that God sends you is to forge within you the maturity of this love which, in the
culminating moments, must not step back nor be poor.

Love will allow you to understand the unknown, the Universe and all its infinite Creation. But true
love, which is born of the heart and that one day will be able to be perfect, like My Love, will lead
you to accept and recognize everything that is said to you.

Otherwise, if love, which is a powerful creative stream of the Universe that flows throughout
everything that lives, did not cause you to see the truth, then of what use would love be to you?

Love always positions you in the place where you should be so that in this sense you may learn to
overcome your own disagreements.

Love allows inner healing to come, but love also has its aspect of justice, not of something that
imposes itself or judges, but rather a just, blessed and non-transitory love.

This love, which is not transitory nor volatile, will lead you to persevere in time, and you will
become humble knowing the mysteries of the Universe in daily life, being capable of embracing any
situation or condition out of love, just as I taught you.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your hearts!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


